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Flu and COVID-19 co-infections

“Conclusions: Our findings suggest that coinfection with SARS-CoV-2 and 
influenza virus was not very common and had less disease severity 
considering mortality in Bangladesh. There was no circulating influenza virus 
during the influenza peak season during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020.” 
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Flu and COVID-19 co-circulation
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Africa has continued to 
have influenza isolated 
across the continent –
COVID has been widely 
circulating in RSA… but 
still no annual epidemic 





Patients with SARS-CoV-2 and influenza coinfection
were around twice as likely to die (OR 2.27, 95% CI: 
1.23–4.19) compared with those with SARS-CoV-2 
alone.

The risk of testing positive for SARS-CoV-2 was 58% 
lower among influenza-positive cases.





Rhinovirus and Flu 





(E) Projections of 17 μm thick optical sections of epithelial cultures, 24 h 
after infection with IAV PR8-GFP, with or without previous inoculation with 
rhinovirus.



Flu and COVID-19 vaccine co-administration

Viral inference appears to be real – at least 
plausible - but we can’t rely on it, or 
restrictions, to keep flu at bay indefinitely.    



2nd dose AZD + placebo or one of three different flu vaccines
2nd dose PZR + placebo or one of three different flu vaccines



Proportion reporting >=1 systemic reaction is similar 

Flu + Covid vax Covid vax only 



https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8585490/

Anti-spike titres to COVID-19 are similar 

Flu + Covid vaxCovid vax only 



These data “support the concomitant administration of second doses of 
the ChAdOx1 and BNT162b2 COVID-19 vaccines with age-appropriate 
inactivated influenza vaccines. 

We show that concomitant vaccination is possible as it raises no safety 
concerns, most systemic reactions are mild or moderate, and the 
immune response is not adversely affected.” 



Summary 

Flu and COVID-19 co-infect – but so far fairly rarely

Clinical significance of co-infection ? but likely not good

Relative importance of social distancing vs viral inference 
in flu’s disappearance is unclear

No flu circulation for 2 years means population may be 
uniquely susceptible to future surge – esp. young kids

Hope for the best, but plan for the worst



Thank you!






